**Are you ready to receive art from The Art Connection?**

The Art Connection is the only non-profit in the Boston metro area that enriches and empowers underserved communities by providing access to original works of visual art. Our primary offering is the Art Donation and Placement Program which results in permanent exhibitions of original artwork in social service spaces such as health clinics, homeless shelters, and safe houses.

If you answer yes to all of these questions, then you are a great candidate to receive art from us:

- Is your office within 15 miles of downtown Boston?
- Have you reviewed our Application and Donee Agreement?
- Do you have proof of Charitable and/or 501(c)3 Status?
- Do you provide direct services to clients on-site?
- Are you able to frame artwork selected that can range in cost from $200-$1,500?
- Are you able to pickup artwork from multiple locations across Boston (which may include rental costs if you do not have access to a large vehicle for transport)?
- Are you prepared to pay the nonrefundable application fee of $75

**What can you expect after completing your Application?**

*(total time from application to installation is approximately 3 to 8 months)*

Submit Application

Site Visit scheduled and conducted (2-4 weeks)

Organize your internal team for Placement Visit (1-2 weeks)

Host Placement Visit to select artwork (2-4 weeks)

Receive Deed of Gift from TAC & artists (1 month after selection)

Pick up artwork from artists (1 month after Deed of Gift)

Frame and install artwork (2-3 weeks)

Share our partnership with your networks via newsletter, web, and social media

Host potential reception with artists and TAC (6 months after Deed of Gift)

Submit 6 month report and conduct inventory visit.